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Preface

The author of this Loppeglia story, Ridolfi Idi- Idlio, born in 
the municipality of Pescaglia 6/2/ 1926 and resident in 
Loppeglia has written the history to share to the younger people 
of today the daily life and the morals of the hard and difficult 
life during the yeaqrs when he was a boy. There was a lot of 
misery but it was also a peaceful life and serenity.He wants to 
tell you of his village Loppeglia, the marvelous village where he 
was born and where he died March 2017.

Translated by Rolf Thomas Hoel



Loppeglia

The beautiful village of Loppeglia ( from Lupelia) is situated at 
320 meters a.s.l. halfway between Freddana and   the creek of 
Pedogna. A place exposed with a lot of sunshine.The frost In 
wintertime is extremely rare.The village is gathered around the 
parish church from 14. century, S. Maria Assunta,  severe and 
bare on the outside but warm and friendly on the inside.

The origine of Loppeglia is very ancient. The first documented 
testimonials goes back to 755 a.c. and are found in the Instituto 
Storico Lucchese.
On the facade of the small and beatuful village church it is written
on a stone  the date of 1310. 



In Batoni, a fraction of Loppeglia, there are testimonials going back 
to 1 ooo a.c. The houses in Batoni tell us of ancient origin.
In Vetrianello, another fraction of Loppeglia, it is found coins from 
the ancient Roman Period.

Batoni

Vetrianello



A comment expressed by the bishop Albirando to an inhabitant of 
Loppeglia: in the village center there is a villa owned by the 
Malpigli family and later owned by the Mansi family. 
The Malpigli family were close friends  with the national poet and 
author Torquato Tasso. It is found a ducument where Tasso 
expresses: 
I hope to see Loppeglia and  Forci again.

In this main villa under the covered terrace, the are frescoes 
dated back to 1485, among the oldest frescoes in northern 
Tuscany. North of the villa it was an artificial lake, today 
a sportfield with a tennis court and a football field. 
The lake does not exist any more but one can see a bridge with 
small arches which served to control the water stream and the 
rings for mooring the boats.There are many legends from this 
villa. The most credible is the one of Lucida Mansi. See more 
information on Lucida on thye last pages in this story.
She lived in Lucca but came often to Loppeglia. She was a very 
beautiful woman but also quite cruel. To avenge the early and 
sudden death of her husband few years after their marriage,  
she brought to Loppeglia young 
men from the Lucca nobility. 
After wonderful nights, 
she murdered the lovers
making them fall into 
the pitfalls inside the villa.



The grandfather of Idilio, the author of this story, was a manager 
of the farm activities of the Villa. The grandfather often took his 
grandson on tour around the Villa. In the main reception area 
inside the villa for guests and visitors, above the gallery there was 
an opening between two main walls leading down to the ground 
floor. Today entenched but in the times of the Mansi family a 
useful and quick passage for people they wanted out of the way.

In 1938, Idilio remembers, in one room on the ground floor of the 
villa, there was an elemantary school for the village children. 
A toilet was needed and a hole in was dug in the ground. 
Digging the hole it was found human bones which were made to a 
quick disappearance, otherwise the digging would have been stopped.

Economy
The economy of the village, when Idilio was a boy, was all about the 
the Mansi family. The farmers had to give half of the outcome to the
owners. The other half was shared between the farmers. This was 
their livelihoods.The main foodproduct was chestnut flour which 
was crushed and ground into a wooden storebox and lasted for the 
full year. To day chest flour is popular in many countries as it is 
glutenfree.



Habiths and clothing
Let us look at the habits and clot n hing in the 1930ies and 
1940ies.In those years Loppeglia had about 400 inhabitants while 
today there are about 50 and the same amount coming to their 
houses in Loppeglia during the weekends but live during the week
elswhere in the Lucca area.

The intelectual  level among the village inhabitants was quite 
low. Some had attended  elementary school the first 3 years still 
when the obligation was 5 years. The people arranged themselves 
with practical solutions. For examle: In the village lived 20 farm-
hands working directly for the landowners. All of them had some
sheep. However they had not much use of the milk other than 
making a sort of cheese.Every evening after the long working day, 
they met in a house bringing the milk that had been produced 
during the day and put all together. With the ballance of the net 
weight they split for everyone according to a special dividing system, 
advanced but not easy to understand as the majority did not understand to 
read scales or measures. 

Even though the villagepeople had 
attended only a few years of school if any, they showed a deep respect for each 
other, always honest and ready to help where there was a need among the 
village people.



There was never any hunger because it was never any lack of chestnut flour. 
There was no money among the people. The farmhands could not even sell the 
wood from the forests as it was owned by the masters.
When it was necessarry to plant new wine plants, the masters reqiured that the 
farmhands had to work 12 hours hard labour per day.
The salary was 5 Lire. Taking into consideration that the price for bread was 
1 lira. A package of popular sigarettes was 1 lira. Little remained for other 
expenses.

The men were occupied with agriculture but what about the women?
With the little money they had, the women had to make the best they could 
of domestic needs.
To make bed linens and towels they cultivated a cereal. The basis was 
made by hemp. When mature the ceral was cut and made into bundles and 
put into water in special jars in the ground. 

When washed, dried and with a cane removed the stems Remained the thread 
and then with special wooden tools (scardassati)there was made  a mass called 
the mass of threads (roccata).
In the evenings the women made the yarn  and from that they made the bundle 
and wowen with ahand loom that every household had.



Also the wool from the sheep was made like the hemp. Once 
washed and dried and wound on the rock with the same spindle 
it was produced a thread and then with patience the women 
laboured (ai ferri) and with the croucher hook they made 
clothes, socks and everything else of clothing needed in the 
family. 

Knitting machines came on the market before worldwar 2. 
Some better off families invested in such machines and made 
clothes for the village people of Loppeglia and the neighboring 
villages.

The shoes (le scarpe)  The majority of the village people had their 
clogs made personal of the wood of alder, trees that that they 
found in the woods. There was also the type of clogs called saboni, 
clogs with canvas or thick skin, called cowhide, nailed to the 
wood material.



These shoes, due to the expenses, were needed to last for years. 
The women,, when they went to mass, went fom home with 
the clogs. Arriving towards the church they changed the clogs 
with appropriate shoes. After mass they changed to the clogs 
returning home.
For the men, there were shoes that were high and very sturdy 
well fit for snow during the winter. As this was of a high 
expense there was a barter, changed with agriculture products.
To make the shoes last longer they mounted on the sole 
wirenails.

The dialect.
The villages in the area did not have a proper dialect but there 
excisted words based on orally how to express the meaning.

For excample:  Italian  local expression
I like    mi piace  me ne giova
I have gone   sono andato  sono ito

The „C„ was not pronounced
Key    la chiave  la iave
Church   la chiesa  la iesa
Fire    il fuoco  il foo

In todays dialects these word are not used by younger people.



The past times.
In Loppeglia there was a music band. With the instruments 
they composed or improvised united  guitars and mandolines. 
It was organized dancing parties in the private homes.
After the second world war there was made an open air dance 
floor where the locals during the summer had fun and 
entertained themselves nearly every evening.
In the village there was theatre in a room in the mansion. 
Several times throughout the year there were performances of 
comedies or farces like Passione di Cristo - Christ’s passion, 
Il fornaretto di Venzia -  Fornaretto from Venice, Lorenzo di 
Medici, Santa Zita and others.
On sunday nights the locals recited, men and women 
together. Before the second world war it was only men or women  
separately who recited. Comedies like Le zingaresche - the gipsy 
women- was played in open air.



 Notes
Loppeglia is seen in a document from 755 with reference to the 
previous year as the Duke Alberto made a barter with the
bishop of Lucca, Walprando, in the name of King Astolfo in
754. Having lost the document, bishop Peredeo, the successor of 
Walprando, obtained by King Astolfo, a new document in 755. 
The village can be seen in several maps.
One from bishop Pietro's visit to the village at Christmas in 830.

Lucida Mansi, Lucca 1606 - 1649. 
A noble woman.
Lucida was married very young with Vincenso Diversi. Some 
years after the marriage she bcame a widow as the husband 
was asassinated. Still youg she remarried with the elderly 
Gaspare di Nicolao Mansi. The Mansi family was very rich 
and famous in many European contries  because of the family’s 
vast silk production and export from before the 14th century. 
Due to the difference of age between the spouses and the beauty 
of Lucida, it arosed quite a stir.
She had a strong will to escape, and lived a dissolute life in nice 
and expensive costums loosing every dignity. Lucida died of 
plague in 1649.



The legend
Lucida Mansi, daughter of Lucca nobels, was very
attractive and liberal. Married very young and soon widowed, 
she was surrounded by lovers. It seems that the lovers were 
killed after their visit to her lovechamber. She made them fall 
into traps with sharp blades.
One morning she thought she saw in her face a deep wrinkle. 
Desperate she cried and complained and in front of her appeared 
the Devil as a beautiful boy who promised her 30 years un- 
changed youth in change of her soul. Lucida accepted the pact.
During the period of the pact all the people that
surounded her grew old while she kept her beauty unchanged. 



Thirty years after the wicked pact, the night of 14. August 1623, 
the Devil reappeared to take back what he was entitled. 
Lucida, rembering the expiry and trying to decieve the Devil,
climbed in a hurry the stairs of Torre delle ore, trying to stop the 
bells before striking the hour of her death. At midnight the Devil 
would take her  soul. The attempt to block the bells failed. Lucida
did not arrive to the top of the tower to stop the hammers of the bell 
and the Devil brought her on a carriage in high speed through 
Lucca and threw her into the lake in the botanic gardens of Lucca. 
The Legend telles that even today dips the head in this lake 
and one might see the sleeping face of Lucida Mansi. Other 
sources identify the ghost of the beautyful woman wandering
in the Palace of Villa Mansi.


